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Left lateral decubitus sleeping position is associated with improved gastroesophageal reflux disease symptoms: A systematic review and meta-analysis
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**Abstract**

**BACKGROUND**

A limited number of studies have demonstrated that sleeping in the left lateral decubitus (LLD) decreases nocturnal reflux in patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) compared to right lateral decubitus (RLD) and supine.

**AIM**

This systematic review summarizes the association between sleeping in the LLD position and nocturnal reflux in patients with GERD.

**METHODS**

Studies published up to July 17, 2023, in MEDLINE, EMBASE, and CENTRAL were searched. Eligible studies were randomized and nonrandomized studies assessing the effect of sleeping in LLD compared to RLD and supine in reducing nocturnal reflux in GERD patients. Outcomes include the acid exposure time (AET) (% time in pH<4), acid clearance time (ACT) (in sec/episode), number of reflux episodes, and improvement in N-GSSIQ scores.

**RESULTS**
Two nonrandomized studies showed decreased AET and ACT in LLD sleep position in comparison to RLD (mean difference \[\text{MD} = -2.03 \ [95\% \text{CI} = -3.62 \text{ to} -0.45]; \ -81.84 \ [95\% \text{CI} = -127.48 \text{ to} -36.20], \text{ respectively}\) and supine position (MD = -2.71 \ [95\% \text{CI} = -4.34 \text{ to} -1.09]; \ -74.47 \ [95\% \text{CI} = -116.26 \text{ to} -32.69], \text{ respectively}\). There was no difference in AET and ACT between RLD sleep position and supine. Furthermore, one randomized controlled trial investigating the use of electronic sleep positional therapy, which increased the duration of LLD sleep and decreased the duration of RLD sleep compared to sham, showed nocturnal symptoms improvement (improved N-GSSIQ score, increased reflux-free nights, and resolution of nocturnal reflux symptoms).

**CONCLUSION**

Current evidence suggests that sleeping on the left side could reduce nocturnal reflux and improve GERD-related quality of life, therefore warranting interventions that promote LLD sleep position.

**INTRODUCTION**

Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is a global medical condition characterized by the movement of gastric contents into the esophagus, thus causing multiple symptoms and sequelae\(^1\). GERD patients experience symptoms throughout the day; however, those who experience nocturnal GERD symptoms reported having sleep disturbances and impaired quality of life compared to subjects who only reported daytime symptoms\(^2\). Despite no clear consensus on the definition of nocturnal GERD, most GERD individuals report nocturnal GERD symptoms such as night-time reflux (52%-79\%\(^3\)). Furthermore, sleep disturbance was associated with GERD (OR 1.48; 95\%CI 2.7-3.7), and those who suffer from nocturnal GERD reported decreased productivity in the subsequent day, ultimately affecting their quality of life\(^3,4\).
With the advent of superior pharmacological treatment for managing GERD, lifestyle modifications, which are cheaper, become much more underemphasized. The 2022 American College of Gastroenterologists (ACG) guidelines recommended left lateral decubitus (LLD) sleeping position as one of the lifestyle modifications of GERD management with unequivocal evidence\textsuperscript{[5]}. However, although it is common practice for physicians to educate GERD patients to sleep with the head elevated to prevent nocturnal acid reflux, there is a lack of interest in recommending that patients sleep on the left side. Recent evidence has shown that sleeping with the head elevated and lying to the left side was implicated in improving nocturnal GERD symptoms and reducing gastric acid exposure\textsuperscript{[6]}. This improvement can be explained by the pathophysiology and anatomy of the faulty gastroesophageal junction in GERD patients. Lying on the right side would position the esophagus inferior to the gastroesophageal junction, further precipitating reflux and producing longer acid clearance time\textsuperscript{[7,8]}. This systematic review aims to evaluate and consolidate accumulating evidence regarding the effect of LLD sleep position on nocturnal symptoms in GERD patients.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

This systematic review and meta-analysis was written based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guideline (Supplementary Table 1). Before starting the review, the protocol was registered in the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO CRD42022369609).

**Search strategy**

We searched three electronic literature databases: MEDLINE (Ovid interface), EMBASE (Ovid interface), and CENTRAL (Cochrane Library). Studies published from database conception until July 17, 2023, were retrieved and assessed for inclusion in this systematic review. Additional studies were also sought through the hand-searching of references and study citations from relevant studies. The search strategies were constructed uniquely for each database and were primarily based on the following key
points: “Gastro Esophageal Reflux Disease,” “Sleep Position,” and “Left Lateral Decubitus” (Supplementary Table 2).

Eligibility criteria
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and observational studies that include adult patients aged 18 years and older with GERD with data comparing the effect of Left Lateral Decubitus (LLD) to supine and/or Right Lateral Decubitus (RLD) sleeping position were eligible for inclusion.

Study selection and data extraction
Three independent reviewers (EL, MPW, and BRA), which were done in pairs, were responsible for the study selection, data extraction, and quality assessment of the included studies. All studies retrieved from the electronic databases were imported into Endnote X20. Duplicate studies were removed, and the unique studies were screened based on the titles and abstracts. Subsequently, full texts of the selected studies were reviewed for potential inclusion in this systematic review. Essential information was extracted using an Excel form, which included the study identification (comprised of first author and year of publication), inclusion and exclusion criteria for study subjects, methods for determining sleep positions, baseline characteristics of study participants, and outcome of interests. The outcomes of interest were: Nocturnal GERD Symptom Severity and Impact Questionnaire (N-GSSIQ) scores, GERD Health-Related Quality of Life Questionnaire, Reflux Disease Questionnaire (RDQ), Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), Work Productivity and Activity Impairment (WPAI), Position Change Reflux Event, Acid Exposure Time (AET), Acid Clearance Time (ACT), and Number of Reflux Episodes. For RCTs, only the intention-to-treat outcome data were used for comparative analysis. Any disagreements between the two reviewers were resolved through independent review from a third reviewer.

Quality assessment
The Newcastle-Ottawa Quality Assessment Scale for cross-sectional studies was used to assess the quality of included observational studies. Meanwhile, Cochrane’s Risk of Bias 2 (RoB2) tool was used to rate the risk of bias of the included RCTs. Any disagreements between the two reviewers were arbitrated by an independent review of the third reviewer.

**Data synthesis**

Results from the included studies were summarized in tabular format. Quantitative data were included in the meta-analysis if data were reported by at least two studies using the same study design (observational study or RCT). Meta-analysis was done using the “meta” package of the R software (Vienne, Austria). The fixed “common” effect model was used to pool the data to give more weight to studies with more sample sizes, considering the low number of studies included in the review. The overall mean difference (MD) and its 95% confidence interval were reported for studies that compared continuous outcomes. Between-study heterogeneity was assessed using the $I^2$ and the Cochran-Q. A significant result was determined if $P < 0.05$. Publication bias was not considered due to the paucity of studies analyzed ($k < 10$).

3 RESULTS

**Study selection and baseline characteristics**

A total of 2815 records were identified from a database search, and after screening based on the title and abstract, 24 full-text articles were reviewed for eligibility (Figure 1). Three articles met the inclusion criteria\(^7\text{-}9\), and the reasons for full-text articles exclusion were generally abstract-only publications ($n = 8$), wrong study design ($n = 4$), and wrong PICO ($n = 9$). All studies have included only GERD patients as the study population; however, two studies were cross-sectional studies\(^7\text{-}8\) which evaluated the impact of spontaneous sleep positions and nocturnal reflux symptoms, while the remaining one study was a randomized, sham-controlled trial\(^9\) which assessed the effect of a sleep positional therapy device intervention used to promote LLD sleeping.
and nocturnal reflux symptoms (Supplementary Table 3). Two studies were conducted in the Netherlands\cite{5,9}, while only one was in the United States of America\cite{7}. The baseline characteristics of study participants in each study were presented in Table 1. In brief, the majority of included GERD patients were female, overweight with a mean BMI range of 25.1-26.7 kg/m², had hiatal hernia (mean % of 40.6-56.1), and acid suppression use (either PPI, H2RA, or antacids).

Quality assessment and risk of bias
The overall quality assessment and risk of bias of included studies are presented in Supplementary Tables 4 and 5. Overall, the quality assessment of cross-sectional studies was moderate-to-high quality (scores of 6 and 9), while the included randomized controlled trial had a low risk of bias.

Spontaneous sleep position and nocturnal reflux symptoms
Two cross-sectional studies, comprising a total of 67 patients, assessed the effect of spontaneous sleep position and nocturnal reflux symptoms\cite{7,8}. Three major sleeping positions measured were LLD, RLD, and supine (not in order of duration). Sleeping in LLD was shown to have significantly decreased AET when compared to sleeping in RLD (pooled MD -2.03% [95%CI -3.62% to -0.45%]) and supine position (pooled MD -2.71 [95%CI -4.34% to -1.09%]) (Figure 2). Meanwhile, no difference in AET was observed when comparing sleeping in supine and RLD (pooled MD -0.11 [95%CI -2.30% to 2.08%]). As for the ACT, sleeping in LLD was shown to reduce the duration of ACT in sec/episode compared to sleeping in RLD (pooled MD -81.84 [95%CI -127.48 to -36.20]) and supine position (pooled MD -74.47 [95%CI -116.26 to -32.69]) (Figure 3). Similar to AET, no significant difference was observed in the ACT between supine and RLD (pooled MD -18.51 [95%CI -77.82 to 40.81]).

Khoury et al\cite{51} also demonstrated a decrease in position change reflux events and the number of reflux episodes per hour in the LLD group compared to the supine and RLD groups (60% vs 90% vs 100%, and 1.2 [0-3.0] vs 2.1 [1.6-3.0] vs 1.5 [0.9-2.4],
respectively). Additionally, Schuitenmaker *et al.* showed a decreased total number of reflux episodes per sleep position in the LLD group compared to the supine and RLD groups (80 vs 102 vs 109).

**Sleep positional therapy device and nocturnal reflux symptoms**

Schuitenmaker *et al.* performed a randomized, sham-controlled trial comparing nocturnal reflux symptoms in patients randomized to an electronic sleep positional therapy device, which promotes sleeping in the LLD position and to the sham device. The study reported similar baseline characteristics and sleep positions between participants randomized to the intervention and sham groups and demonstrated significantly increased duration of LLD sleep position (60.9% ± 16.4% vs 38.5% ± 14.3%) and decreased time of RLD sleep position (2.2% ± 2.9% vs 23.5% ± 12.3%) in the intervention group compared to the sham group. Overall, those randomized in the intervention group had significantly greater proportions of participants with ≥ 50% reduction in the N-GSSIQ score, reflux-free nights, and resolution of nocturnal reflux complaints, and improved nocturnal symptoms as shown by a lower total number of reflux symptoms, total N-GSSIQ score, especially the nocturnal GERD symptom severity subscale, and RDQ score after two weeks of treatment. However, the two groups did not differ in the global score of the PSQI questionnaire and the WPAI-GERD-sleep components.

**DISCUSSION**

Our meta-analysis reported that the LLD sleep position significantly reduces acid exposure and clearance (AET and ACT) in patients with GERD compared to other sleeping positions, such as supine and RLD. Patients were also found to have fewer reflux events in the LLD position compared to supine and RLD. Meanwhile, an RCT evaluating a sleep therapy device that prompted patients to sleep more often in the LLD and less in the RLD position demonstrated superior effects in reducing N-GSSIQ score, nocturnal reflux symptoms, and RDQ score.
Anatomically, the relative position of the esophagus in relation to the stomach changes according to sleep position changes. Previous studies have shown that sleeping in the RLD position induced more heartburn and reflux episodes than in other positions, as the stomach becomes relatively superior to the esophagus[^10^-^12]. In conditions of relaxation or weakening of the lower esophageal sphincter, the RLD position promotes more flow of stomach contents into the esophagus, thus causing reflux. On the contrary, sleeping in the LLD position will position the esophagus relatively superior to the stomach, lowering the likelihood of gastric content reflux back to the esophagus[^8]. However, some reflux can still occur during the LLD sleep position, which is usually composed of gas-only or a mixture of gas and liquid reflux[^13].

The two observational studies did not explore the effects of LLD sleep position on GERD-related quality of life (QoL) endpoints, such as any nocturnal GERD symptoms and their impact. However, it is understandable since discriminating nocturnal GERD symptoms based on specific sleeping positions from the overall sleep duration is difficult. Besides, maintaining a specific sleep position from the overall sleep duration is difficult due to the dynamic changes in position throughout sleep[^14]. These hypothesis-generating studies suggested that decreased acid exposure and clearance in LLD sleep position compared to supine and/or RLD could be translated to less damage to the esophagus and fewer nocturnal symptoms of GERD. The RCT by Schuitenmaker et al was able to confirm this hypothesis by reporting a significant increase in reflux-free nights and a significantly larger proportion of patients with lower post-intervention N-GSSIQ and RDQ scores.

However, interestingly, Schuitenmaker et al reported no statistically significant difference in the PSQI score and WPAI-GERD questionnaires. A possible explanation would be that the duration of intervention used in the trial was only short-term (2 wk). Thus, there is an excellent possibility that the short duration of the intervention is not adequate to influence those indicators, especially considering that the PSQI questionnaire was initially created to assess sleep quality in one month[^15]. Meanwhile, the WPAI-GERD questionnaire was developed to measure a reduction in productivity.
caused by GERD, a distal endpoint to GERD-QoL\textsuperscript{[16]}, Thus, the nature of the WPAI-
GERD questionnaire could allow the outcome to be diluted by other extraneous factors
aside from nocturnal symptoms, such as the effect of daytime GERD. In addition,
symptoms are neither sensitive nor specific for quantifying GERD, and we acknowledge
that pH-impedance monitoring would serve as an objective evaluation for evidence of
GERD.

As of the writing of this systematic review and meta-analysis, this was the first
study to summarize the results of published studies that explored the promising effect
of LLD sleep position on improving nocturnal GERD symptoms. LLD sleep position not
only alters the biological aspect of nocturnal GERD, such as acid exposure and clearance
(AET and ACT), but was also reported to improve nocturnal GERD symptoms.
However, we acknowledge the paucity of evidence exploring the benefits of LLD
compared to supine and/or RLD sleep positions and that studies only enrolled a small
number of patients. Furthermore, sleep positional therapy will likely be needed to
promote LLD sleep, considering that relying solely on recommendations for patients to
sleep in LLD may not produce any beneficial effect. Therefore, despite current evidence
suggesting superior effects of sleeping in LLD compared to other sleep positions for
GERD patients in reducing nocturnal GERD symptoms, more studies are needed to
replicate and confirm the potentially beneficial effects of this lifestyle intervention to
promote improved nocturnal symptoms and other GERD-related QoL in GERD
patients. In addition, studies should try to define which GERD phenotypes will most
benefit from LLD sleep position.

CONCLUSION

This systematic review with meta-analysis supported the hypothesis that LLD sleep
positions were superior to other sleep positions in decreasing acid exposure, improving
acid clearance, and subsequently improving nocturnal GERD symptoms. Ultimately,
combining the LLD sleep position with head elevation could improve nocturnal reflux
and improve patient QoL, though this needs further exploration. However, due to the
very limited number of studies with limited subjects available in the literature, more studies should reassess and confirm this finding and its implementation in actual clinical practice.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS

Research background
Sleeping in the left lateral decubitus (LLD) has been shown to decrease nocturnal reflux in patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) compared to right lateral decubitus (RLD) sleep position and supine.

Research motivation
This is the first systematic review that summarizes the association between sleeping in the LLD position and nocturnal reflux in patients with GERD.

Research objectives
The study aimed to summarize the evidence on sleep position for treating nocturnal reflux and GERD symptoms in GERD patients.

Research methods
We searched for randomized and nonrandomized evidence assessing LLD sleep position in comparison to RLD and supine position in reducing nocturnal reflux in patients with GERD. A meta-analysis was done to pool outcomes such as acid exposure time (AET) and acid clearance time (ACT).

Research results
Two nonrandomized studies showed decreased AET and ACT in LLD sleep position in comparison to RLD and supine. There was no difference in AET and ACT between RLD sleep position and supine. A randomized controlled trial investigating the use of electronic sleep positional therapy, which increased the duration of LLD sleep and
decreased the duration of RLD sleep compared to sham, showed nocturnal symptom improvements.

Research conclusions
Current evidence suggests that sleeping on the left side could reduce nocturnal reflux and improve GERD-related quality of life, therefore warranting interventions that promote LLD sleep position.

Research perspectives
LLD sleep should be recommended for GERD patients, especially those who experience nocturnal symptoms. Studies should look into the practicality and feasibility of using an electronic sleep positional therapy and whether patients can tolerate it in real life.
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